The Library's List of Lenten Readings.

Aldrich, B. - A lantern in her hand
Adam, Karl - Christ our Brother
Baring, Maurice - Coat without a seam
Benson, R.H. - By what authority
Banning, M.C. - Mixed marriage
Belloc, H. - Essays of a Catholic
Cramer
de Blacas, H. - Flying cromlech
Blunt, H. - Great pontiffs
Bordeaux, H. - St. Francis de Sales
Brey, H. - When the soul is in darkness
Cather, W. - Death comes for the archb.
- Shadows on the rock
Chester, G.K. - The thing
- St. Francis of Assisi
Clarke, Isabel - As the gentle rain
- Italian adventure
- Step-sisters
- We that are left
Concannon, Mrs. T. - St. Patrick
Connolly, J.B. - Gloucester fishermen
Curtaigne, A. - St. Catherine of Sienna
Delany, S. - Why Rome
Debout, J. - My sins of omission
Donovan, J. - Black soil
Dudley, O. - Masterful monk
- Shadow on the earth
Duguid, J. - Green hell
Egan, M.F. - Everybody's St. Francis
Francis de Sales, St. - Introduction to a devout life
Folghera, J.D. - Newman's apologetic
Gheon, H. - Secret of the Cure of Ars
Gibbons, J. - Tramping to Lourdes
Graham, J.E. - Way of the skeptic
Guiney, L.J. - Blessed Edmund Campion
- Mystics all
Handel-Mazzetti - Jessie and Maria
Healy, T.C.B. - Catholic teaching
Hemon, L. - Maria Chapdelaine
Hollis, C. - Monstrous regiment
- St. Ignatius
Hudson, J. - Abbe Pierro
Jarrett, B. - Space of life between

Johnston, V. - One Lord, one faith
Keon, Grace - The high road
Kellogg, C. - Jadwiga
Kelmer, J. - Dreams and images
Knox, R. - Spiritual Aeneid
- The belief of Catholics
Levedan, H. - Heroic life of St. Vincent de Paul
Leo, Brother - Imitation of Christ
Leslie, Shane - Anthology of Catholic poets
Lewis, D.B.W. - King Spider
Lovelace, M. - Early candle light
Maritan, J. - Angelic doctor
- The things that are not Caesar's
Manzoni - The betrothed
Martinez-Sierra - Credle song
Maynard, T. - Book of modern Catholic prose
- Book of modern Catholic verse
Monica, Sister - Cross in the wilderness
Morton, H.V. - In search of Ireland
Meyer, F. - Back to God
- Youth's pathfinder
O'Donnell, C.L. - Rime of the rood
- To a dead musician
O'Donnell, P. - The way it was with them
Oxonham, J. - A saint in the making
Quinlan, M. - Damien of Molokai
Repplier, A. - Mere Marie of the Ursulines
Russell, W.H. - Your religion
Sheen, Fulton - Religion without God
Sienkiewicz - Quo vadis?
- Knights of the cross
- With fire and sword
- The deluge
Spalding - Means and ends of education
Spearman - Marriage verdict
- Spanish lover
- Flambeau Jim
- Laramie holds the range
Stoddard, J.L. - Rebuilding a lost faith
Stevenson - Father Damien
Sutton, M.R. - Catherine de Gardville
Selwin-Tait - Three ships come sailing
Synon, Mary - Copper country
Talbot, F.X. - American book of verse
Vaughan - Thoughts for all times
Walsh, Th. - Catholic anthology
Walsh, W.T. - Isabella of Spain
Wilkinson, M. - Radiant tree
Zahn, J.A. - Up the Orinoco
- Along the Andes

PRAYERS: Paul Kohnen's Father is not expected to live. An uncle of Ambrose Freehill is quite ill. Walter Stanford, '29, asks prayers for a deceased relative who died recently after 33 years of suffering. A deceased relative of Robert Byrne; deceased friends of three other students. Walter Dillon's uncle, Fr. Kelly, is still very low.